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Overview

Licenses, Memberships and Affiliations

Larry Kanter, who formed Kanter Financial Forensics,
LLC in 2011 is a forensic accounting professional
with more than 20 years of combined Big 4 and
international consulting firm experience. He was a
Partner at PwC, EY and was a Managing Director at
noted restructuring firm Alvarez and Marsal. He has
served in leadership and testifying expert roles in
numerous large, complex engagements involving
GAAP, internal control, damage quantification and
fraud/forensic investigative issues. Additionally, he
has served as a consultant in a number of
extrajudicial loan restructuring and business
restructuring engagements involving a wide range of
businesses and assets.

Certified Public Accountant

Since 2009, Mr. Kanter has been an adjunct
professor at Southern Methodist University’s Cox
School of Business where he teaches a master’s level
course in Forensic Accounting and previously, he
developed and taught SMU’s first course in Data
Analytics for masters level accounting students.

Speaking Engagements

During his tenure in the Big 4, Mr. Kanter was on the
leading edge of the integration of technology and
forensic accounting, having founded one of the first
forensic technology labs among the world’s largest
international accounting firms.

Speaker – SMU Dedman School of Law, Maguire Center for
Ethics, Certificate in Ethics & Compliance 2018 and 2019.

One of Mr. Kanter’s most noteworthy engagements
was leading the forensic data analytics component
of the international investigation of the role of 26
Swiss banks in their appropriation of funds
belonging to the victims of Nazi persecution.

Certified Fraud Examiner
AICPA Certificate in Financial Forensics
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Member - AICPA Forensics and Valuation Section
Texas Society of Certified Public Accountants
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
Member - Business Valuations, Forensics and Litigation
Services Committee of the Texas Society of
Certified Public Accountants
Adjunct Faculty Member – SMU Cox School of
Business

Speaker – Texas Society of CPA’s 2021 CPE Expo - Working
From Home Risks: Fraud & Cybersecurity Threats
Panelist – Texas Society of CPA’s Webinar – The CPA
Expert in the COVID-19 Era.

Panelist – Texas Society of CPA’s 2017 Forensic, Valuation
and Litigation Services Conference - Using the Right EDiscovery Firm, Data Analytics, and Data Mining in
Litigation.
Panelist, Dallas Bar Association Business Litigation Section,
February 2016 – Attaining Reasonable Certainty in
Economic Damages Calculations.

Representative Experience
Global Insurer Forensic Investigation – retained as a
testifying expert to investigate our client’s business
partner’s management of an affordable housing project.
Our analysis determined that the partner was using
project funds for the expenses of an unrelated project.
Global Industrial Products Company, contract dispute –
retained as a testifying expert to quantify damages
associated with the breach of a long-term supply
agreement. The dispute was resolved shortly after the
release of our report to the opposing party.
Private equity fund, partnership dispute - calculated the
amounts to be contributed pursuant to a complex
partnership like arrangement involving two large private
equity investors. In addition, investigated a fraud claim
filed against our client related to the management and
operation of the arrangement. Presented our findings to a
three-judge arbitration panel in New York.
Electric utility, earn-out litigation – performed an analysis
of the financial performance of an electricity retailer after
the retailer was sold to our client. Calculated the amounts
due the seller under the earn-out agreement and
submitted an expert report to the arbitrator.
Global retailer, point-of-sale sales tax collection litigation
– investigated the processes used to calculate the amount
of sales tax that should be refunded when retail purchases
are returned by customers across sales tax jurisdictions.
Our analysis involved the matching of original sales tax
collections to the sales tax refunds in an effort to
determine the accuracy of the refund calculations.
Family office, forensic analysis – initially retained by
outside counsel to perform an analysis of the accounting
for a range of separate legal entities spanning several
industries including real estate and investment companies
in an effort to determine whether a fraud investigation
was warranted. Ultimately determined that the books and
records had been improperly maintained by the then CFO
and assisted with the restatement of the financial
information of 30+ legal entities.
Class action plaintiffs, mortgage loan servicer –
quantified damages as a result of the wrongful collection
of lender placed insurance premiums by one of the
nation’s largest home mortgage loan servicers. This
complex analysis involved almost $1 billion of premiums
collected from both escrow accounts and through monthly
borrower payments on more than 500,000 hazard
insurance policies spanning 10 years. Our work involved
the quantification of the amounts wrongfully collected by
the servicer and resulted in a negotiated settlement.
Industrial equipment manufacturer, profits disgorgement
litigation - located, extracted, and analyzed sales,

production and shipping data from U.S., Italy, Mexico and
Canada based operations of a global heavy industrial
equipment manufacturer. The engagement involved the
analysis of the data dictionaries for multiple ERP systems
in multiple locations in an effort to identify the data fields
that were necessary for inclusion in a database of sales
that were potentially in violation of certain noncompetition covenants. We worked with the client’s IT,
Product Development, Sales and Accounting personnel to
identify and extract all potentially relevant sales and
production data over a multi-year period. The data was
used to reach a successful settlement with the plaintiff.
Governmental entity, forensic Investigation – retained to
investigate the alleged embezzling of funds from a
governmental entity by its CEO. Our work involved the
analysis of several bank accounts spanning a three-year
period and concluded with the indictment and plea
agreement of the now former leader of the organization.
Nationwide retailer, destruction of business - the plaintiff,
a neurologist, alleged that he sustained an injury in one of
our client’s stores that resulted in his private neurology
practice sustaining millions of dollars of lost income. Our
work involved the forensic analysis of the physician’s
historical CPT code data as well the plaintiff’s expert’s
damage analysis. The dispute was favorably settled
shortly after Mr. Kanter’s deposition.
Nationally noted litigator and investor, shareholder
oppression - performed a forensic investigation on behalf
of our client, the minority shareholder of a real estate and
timber mining operation regarding the use of funds by the
majority shareholder. Our work uncovered actions by the
majority shareholder that resulted in a favorable buy-out
of the minority shareholder’s interest by the majority
shareholder.
HVAC manufacturer, product defect damage
quantification – evaluated and rebutted the damage
model prepared by the plaintiff who alleged that the raw
material used in a/c compressors was defective thereby
leading to the early failure of the units.
Building materials supplier, forensic investigation –
investigated the embezzlement of funds by an officer of
the company. Presented our findings to the district
attorney who then used the results of our work to
prosecute the officer. Our work was also used as a basis
for a successful claim on the client’s insurance policies.
Media company, failed acquisition litigation – the
proposed acquirer of a dozen television stations
terminated its acquisition. Our work included the
investigation of the reasons for the failure to close the
transaction and involved the study of numerous GAAP
accounting issues.

